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About This Game

GAMEPLAY

Dangerous Orbit is a small, replayable, arcade game. You can fly and shoot, shoot and fly. The goal of the game is to beat your
previous score, unlock new weapons, new enemies and destroy them of course. I hope you enjoy playing my game. If you have

some problems with the game or you have suggestions to improve the game please contact me.

FEATURES

 different weapons each of them stays actual for all time;

 unique enemies with different behaviour;
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 realistic graphics and physics;

 endless game;

 good music and sounds;

 tunable game balance by editing a configuration file;

 simple controls;

 open source code of free version(on website);
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Title: Dangerous Orbit
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
spectrobyte
Publisher:
spectrobyte
Release Date: 25 Jan, 2019
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elite dangerous orbit lines. elite dangerous hide orbit lines. dangerous orbital debris. elite dangerous leave orbit. elite dangerous
disable orbit lines. elite dangerous orbit planet. elite dangerous orbital plane established. elite dangerous show orbit lines. elite
dangerous toggle orbit. elite dangerous orbit lines on or off. elite dangerous orbit lines color. elite dangerous enter orbit. elite
dangerous orbital flight. elite dangerous remove orbit lines. elite dangerous no orbit lines. elite dangerous orbital glide. elite
dangerous fastest orbit. elite dangerous srv orbit. elite dangerous enable orbit lines. elite dangerous orbital mechanics. elite
dangerous auto orbit. orbit gum dangerous to dogs. elite dangerous orbit. dangerous orbits. elite dangerous blue orbit lines. elite
dangerous toggle orbit lines
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